
Voice of Vanilla
A feature documentary development deck



Logline

The unexpected story of an exotic 

spice, and the women who risk 

everything to grow it.



Story
The sun has barely risen over the rainforests of Madagascar, but Jocelyn , a vanilla farmer is already 

scouring the jungle for blooming vines. Each delicate flower only blooms one day a year. Jocelyn cannot miss 

this small pollination window, so she must make the trek to her plot of vanilla vines every day during the 

flowering season. Since vanilla is not native to the island of Madagascar, there are no natural pollinators. Once 

she finds the small, white orchid, she must carefully pollinate each flower by hand.

Vanilla is causing a gold rush in the northeast region of Madagascar, and indeed, the area is much like 

the Old West. Theft is a major problem, and people have been killed protecting their crops. Larger and more 

frequent cyclones threaten to destroy the crops, prices are volatile, and middlemen take advantage of small 

farmers. Still, it’s impossible to deny the economic benefits. The city of Sambava is bustling, and signs of 

wealth are increasing. In one of the poorest countries in the world, growing vanilla is an unprecedented 

chance to escape poverty, but it is incredibly difficult and fraught with danger. Success is not guaranteed.

In addition to all this, women face social barriers that prevent them from getting the help they need, 

from being able to make necessary improvements to the land, and from earning a fair wage. For the first time 

ever, Voice of Vanilla will explore the process of vanilla cultivation through the eyes of the women who grow 

it.



Target Audiences
Benefits of supporting a social 
issue documentary:

1) Improve public image and brand 
awareness

2) Increased customer loyalty & 
engagement

3) Increased employee morale

4) Reach a world-wide audience

5) Show support for women 

Sustainable 
Food

Organizations

Human 
Rights
Groups

Conscious 
Consumers



Comparables



The Benefits of Documentary Films

● Educational

○ Docs enable historical and cultural experiences 

● Inspirational

○  Docs promote positive influences

● Help families bond

○  Docs provide a platform for sharing perspectives

● Connection & Understanding

○  Docs have the power to reshape society

● Engagement

○ Docs encourage participation & action



Screening & Distribution Opportunities

● Film Festivals

● Botanical Gardens

● Art Museums

● Science Museums

● Sustainable Food Conferences

● Climate Change Conferences

● Amazon Video Direct



The Production Team
Producer|Director Maureen Lee Maloney first connected with the Malagasy people as a Peace Corps 
Volunteer in Madagascar. Her goal is to create connections and understanding among people across cultural 
and geographic barriers through telling the universal stories we all share.

Associate Producer Samson Kaed was born and raised in the vanilla region of 
Antalaha, Madagascar. He founded the English Association of the Region SAVA, and is a 
well known composer under the name SmK’ Mikol’Art. 

Associate Producer Andrea Nordgren is an independent director, producer, and creative director 
focused on commercial and branded content, with a specialty in documentary-style storytelling. She is 
a voice and activist for diversity and inclusion, social justice, equality, and belonging.

Advisor Greg Campbell is an acclaimed documentary filmmaker, nonfiction author, and journalist. 
His film, Hondros, premiered in 2017 at Tribeca Film Festival and won the Audience Award, 
Documentary First Place.



Director’s Statement
In college I studied biology because I loved exploring and learning about the world, and I 
wanted to help protect the beautiful parts of our planet. I thought this meant protecting 
the trees, the birds, and the fish. While serving as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Madagascar, 
I realized that it was really about protecting a way of life, and our ability to thrive. I 
realized that our actions have far-reaching effects, and that what was really at risk was 
humanity itself. I learned that at our core, we are all the same despite our superficial 
differences, and that if we can begin to understand, connect, and care about each other, 
that love with eventually flow to every other part of our lives. This is why I make films, 
and these are the goals of my films. 

The people of Madagascar are heavily impacted by climate change, despite having little 
to do with its causes. Women bear the brunt of the world’s problems by virtue of the 
forces of oppression- lack of basic human rights, poor wages, the burden of raising 
children and caring for the family. We in the West can no longer sip our lattes while 
being ignorant of where our food comes from, and how people around the world are 
affected by our everyday actions. We must see. We must learn. We must care. 

And together, with deep connection and understanding, we must change.



Thank you!

For more information visit www.VoiceofVanilla.com or email Maureen@wildairfilms.com

Make a donation at www.tinyurl.com/vovdoc  |  Follow us on social media @VoiceofVanilla

http://www.voiceofvanilla.com
mailto:Maureen@wildairfilms.com
http://www.tinyurl.com/vovdoc

